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The Chinese organized crime syndicate. A criminal 
empire whose New York City operations were run 
by Johnny Kon in the 1970’s and 80’s. This 
organization deals in fraud, extortion, money 
laundering, gambling, prostitution and drug 
trafficking.

THE TRIAD 
三合会



INTRODUCTION
介绍

Based on a true story, The Dragonhead is a Chinese-American 
organized crime saga about the rise and fall of Johnny Kon, 
the Godfather of Chinese crime. 

Set against the backdrop of New York City’s Chinatown and 
inspired by classic gangster dramas like Goodfellas, The 
Godfather, and The Sopranos, Dragonhead explores the 
importance of family, and the challenges a man must face when 
tested by greed, power and criminal ambition.





THE STORY
 故事

Based on a true story, The Dragonhead follows the journey of Johnny Kon, from a young boy pulling scams on 
the streets of Shenzhen, to joining a gang as a young man in Hong Kong, to becoming the head of Chinese 
organized crime in America in 1970’s New York City.

Growing up in Shenzhen, China, in the late 1960’s a young Johnny Kon earns the respect of his Uncle Fatty,  a 
gangster in the Triads – the Chinese Mafia. As a teen, Johnny flees to Hong Kong, where he starts working for 
his uncle in the notorious Green Gang. Johnny quickly rises in the ranks, and gains the favor of the 
Dragonhead, the Triad Boss-of-Bosses, and his son, Han, and convinces them there is money and opportunity in 
America. Johnny persuades them to send him there and is named the Dragonhead of America where he is put in 
charge of a vast criminal empire, becoming the top importer of heroin in the country.

In America, Johnny finds love with a Chinese singer named Isabel, and together they start a family. As Johnny’s 
criminal business grows, his relationship with his wife and his family deteriorates, and soon Johnny is forced 
to choose between his blood and his empire.





Chinatown in the 70's
1970年代的唐人街

The Chinatown of 1970s New York City was bustling and vibrant…

Its sidewalks were packed with vendors, selling all sorts of toys 
and trinkets, and delicious treats. Peking ducks hanging in 
windows; baskets full of dried shiitake mushrooms, chili peppers, 
and spiced powders; Chinese lanterns swaying on wires above the 
streets; lines around the block for Dim Sum; parks filled with 
people practicing Tai Chi.  

A dark, underbelly also existed…

The illegal mahjong dens, where players would lose their life 
savings in a night; the massage parlors that double as houses of 
prostitution; the black market vendors selling counterfeit 
watches and purses.



Chinatown in the 70's
1970年代的唐人街

The Dragonhead  will capture this unique culture, both 
the light and the dark, as most of the story will take 
place within the three major Chinatowns in NYC: Flushing, 
Queens, Lower Manhattan, and Sunset Park, Brooklyn. 

This story will also take us occasionally across 
Manhattan, from the wealth and privilege of the Upper 
West Side to the vibrant streets of Harlem.  

The love and respect for this area of the city and Chinese 
culture will shine through in the film.  





CHARACTER BREAKDOWNS
角色分类



JOHNNY KON
约翰尼·康
Johnny, early 30s, Chinese, is a born criminal 
and businessman. He’s always looking out for the 
next big score. He has a natural charisma that 
serves him well throughout the film, first as 
a con artist, and then later on, as he rises 
through the ranks of the Triad.  

PROSPECTIVE TALENT FOR JOHNNY:

Simu Liu, Henry Golding, John Cho



ISABEL KON

Isabel, early 30s, is Johnny’s wife and 
mother of their children. Beautiful, 
intelligent and refined, she is swept up 
in Johnny’s life of crime and must put her 
own dreams of being a singer on hold. 
Fully aware of the dangers Johnny’s 
lifestyle brings, she is determined to protect 
her family at all costs… even if that means 
protecting them from her own husband. 

PROSPECTIVE TALENT FOR ISABEL:

Constance Wu, Jessica Henwick, Awkwafina, 
Gemma Chan.

伊莎贝尔·康



DETECTIVE MURPHY
墨菲侦探

Murphy, 40s, is a deeply corrupt NYPD detective 
who becomes an instrumental player in 
 Johnny’s growing criminal empire in America.  

PROSPECTIVE TALENT FOR MURPHY:

Bobby Cannavale, Ethan Hawke, 
Dean Norris, Pierce Brosnan



FATTY

Fatty, 40s, Chinese, is Johnny’s uncle, mentor, 
and later his second-in-command. He is a 
fast-talking, quick-on-his-toes high-ranking 
member of the Triad, and always looks out for 
his nephew...as long as their interests 
don’t conflict.

Prospective Talent FOR FATTY:

Benedict Wong, Nico Santos

大胖子



HAN

 

Han, early 40s, is another rising star of the 
Triad, and the son of the current Dragonhead. 
While his father wishes for the Triad to focus 
only on Hong Kong, Han has ambitions of his own 
to expand into America; ambitions he shares 
with Johnny.  

Prospective Talent FOR HAN:

Daniel Dae Kim, Sung Kang 

韩



ABOUT JOHN LIANG
关于约翰梁



JOHN LIANG 

Born and raised in Chicago, John is an honors graduate of NYU’s Tisch School of 
the Arts. After graduating, he relocated to Los Angeles where he formed the 
production company, Lonely Devil Films. He then went on to produce, co-write and 
direct the psychological thriller RECOVERY, which was released on DVD/VOD in 
2019. He is currently in pre-production on his second feature film.



Artistic Statement
艺术宗旨

Chinese-American voices in film and television have become more and more prominent over the past years (Crazy Rich Asians, the 
farewell, shang-chi ), and as such, the demand for these stories has increased dramatically. There has never been an American made 
film about the Chinese Mafia that did not take place from a Caucasian perspective or have a Caucasian hero. This film seeks to break 
that pattern. 

This screenplay adaptation of The Dragonhead is inspired by the classic films of the Mafia genre including  Goodfellas  and      The 
Godfather trilogy . Those films gave an inside look at the Italian mafia and all the glamor and tragedy that came with it. DRAGONHEAD 
WILL DO THE SAME: show all the highs and lows of the Chinese mobster lifestyle, through the story of a Triad boss and his rise and fall. 

Right now, every Chinese-American Triad film has been told through the eyes of a Caucasian hero seeking to bring them down. Films 
like Black Rain and Year of the Dragon  exoticize and vilify their Chinese characters without ever humanizing them. While these films 
have plenty of Chinese faces, they have no Chinese voices. The intention of this film is to create a Triad film whose heroes and villains 
are fully-developed, three-dimensional Chinese characters. Right now, classic mobster films run the gamut of ethnicities: 
Goodfellas and The Godfather (Italian), Scarface (Latin), New Jack City and     American Gangster (African American), Once Upon a Time in 
America (Jewish). With The Dragonhead, the goal is to add the Chinese mobster film to this list of classics.

-John LIANG



http://vimeo.com/368922032

MOOD REEL
映像样本

http://vimeo.com/368922032


CONTACT
联系

JOHN LIANG 
john@lonelydevilfilms.com 
lonelydevilfilms.com 
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